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How to use your Knowledge Organiser for Home Learning
 Knowledge Organisers contain critical knowledge that you must know
 It will help you recap, revisit and revise what you learn in lessons so that you remember it in the long term
 You will use your Knowledge Organiser for most of your homework, but you can also do extra self-study to develop
your long term memory
 You MUST have your book with you every day and in every lesson as it will be used alongside your learning

For homework:
 You will need to follow the homework timetable so you do the correct subjects on the correct day.
 You will be asked to look at a specific section of your Knowledge Organiser
 Your homework will be cover – write –check

This should take about 15 – 20 mins per subject.






You must write the subject and date in your homework book
You need to underline the subject and title as per lessons
The knowledge learnt will be assessed throughout each cycle in lesson time
Your form tutors will check that the work has been completed
There will be rewards for excellent work and sanctions for work not completed
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HOME LEARNING PLAN:

 Your homework will be set every Monday on Class Charts
 Your homework book will be checked by your tutor every Monday after each week’s homework to check you have
evidence of your home learning
 Evidence can be highlighted notes, mind-maps, diagrams, flashcards
 The section of homework you need to learn from your Knowledge Organiser will be on Class Charts as normal
 Your tutor will give rewards for excellent home learning evidence, but there will also be a consequence for not
completing the work or not having your book
 There will be an after school detention set for the Tuesday evening to complete your work if it has not been done
 You will be tested on what you have learnt by your subject teachers in your lessons
 Completing your home learning is YOUR responsibility
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Literacy Knowledge Organiser
Books to read this term –
Northern Lights by Philip Pullman
The Read Scrolls of Magic by
Casandra Clare
The Sleeper and the Spindle by Neil
Gaiman

“The more that you read, the more things you
will know. The more that you learn, the more
places you’ll go.”
Dr Seuss

SPAG Reminder for the term –
Homophones are words that
sound the same but are spelt
differently and have different
meanings. 'Their', 'they're' and
'there' are homophones that often
confuse people.
‘Their’ means it belongs to them,
eg "I ate their sweets."
‘They're’ is short for 'they are' eg
"They are going to be cross."
‘There’ refers to a place, eg "I'm
going to hide over there."

Sentences provide us with the framework for
the clear written expression of our ideas. The
aim in writing is always to write in complete
sentences which are correctly punctuated.
Sentences always begin with a capital letter and
end in either a full stop, exclamation or question
mark.
A complete sentence always contains a verb,
expresses a complete idea and makes sense
standing alone.
To check that you are writing in complete
sentences, try reading your sentences aloud,
pausing as indicated by the punctuation. Can
each sentence stand alone as a complete
thought? If further information is needed to
complete the idea, then it is not a complete
sentence.
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Prime
numbers
2, 3, 5, 7, 11,
13, 17, 19. 23,
29, 31, 37, 41,
43, 47, 53, 59,
61, 67, 71, 73,
79, 83, 89, 97
…

Square numbers
1x1=1
2x2=4
3x3=9
4 x 4 = 16
5 x 5 = 25
6 x 6 = 36
7 x 7 = 49
8 x 8 = 64
9 x 9 = 81
10 x 10 = 100

Cube numbers
1x1x1 =1
2x2x2=8
3 x 3 x 3 = 27
4 x 4 x 4 = 64
5 x 5 x 5 = 125
6 x 6 x 6 = 256
7 x 7 x 7 = 343
8 x 8 x 8 = 512
9 x 9 x 9 = 729
10 x 10 x 10 = 1000

Key Concept A square root is the
opposite of a square number, so 10 is the
square root of 100
Key terms
Sum – the answer to an addition question
Difference – the answer to a subtraction question
Product – the answer to a multiplication question
Quotient – the answer to a division question

Symbols
= Equals, the same as
≠ Not equal to
≈ Approximately equal to
≡ Identically equal to
< less than
> greater than
≤ less than or equal to
≥ greater than or equal to

Useful words
Factors – the numbers that
divide exactly into a given
number
Multiples – the times tables
of a number
Double – multiply by 2
Halve – divide by 2
Treble/triple – multiply by 3
Even – divisible by 2
Odd – not divisible by 2
4

Describing numbers
Numerals – a number written down not in words (e.g. 3 or 40)
Digit – the numerals 0 to 9
Integer – whole numbers (e.g. 2 or 64)
Decimals – numbers between two whole numbers on a number line
(e.g. 4.7 or 3.59)
Place value – The position of the digit in the number that tells you
how much it is worth (e.g. the 4 in the number 432 is worth four
hundred)

Fractions
Fraction – part of a whole number
or item
Denominator – how many parts
the whole thing is split into
(bottom)
Numerator – the number of those
parts you have (top)
Equivalent – has the same value

Scale and metric
measurements
Millimetre (mm) – the
thickness of a credit card
Centimetre (cm) – the width
of a fingernail
Metre (m) – the length of a
guitar
Kilometre (km) – the distance
you can go in around 12
minutes walking

Negative

 Decreasing/descending/getting smaller

Positive

Increasing/ascending/getting bigger →

Command words
Calculate/evaluate/find/work out/give mean
find the answer
Simplify means write in a different, more
simple way
Estimate/approximate means use
appropriate rounded values to find an
5
answer

ENGLISH

Plot Summary
Who loves Whom
‘A Midsummer
Act 1: Hermia and Lysander love each other but are
Hermia
not allowed to marry so decide to run away to the
Characters
forest to get married in secret. Demetrius wants to
Lysander Demetrius
marry Hermia. Helena loves Demetrius. They follow
Theseus
Helena
Hermia and Lysander into the forest.
The duke of Athens. He is a strong
and strict ruler of the city.
Act 2: In the forest, Oberon and Titania are arguing.
Hermia
Oberon sees Demetrius and Helena arguing and
Hippolyta
commands Puck to use the potion on the Athenian
Theseus’s bride. She was a fearless
Lysander Demetrius warrior.
man to make him fall in love with Helena. However,
the first Athenian man Puck sees is Lysander, so he
Egeus
puts the love potion on him. Lysander falls madly in
Helena
Hermia’s stubborn father who wants
love with Helena.
her to marry Demetrius or be put to
Act 3: Puck sees Bottom in the forest and transformed
death.
Hermia
his head into a donkey’s head. He puts the love
potion on Titania, who falls in love with Bottom. Puck
Hermia
Lysander DemetriusEgeus’s daughter who is in love with
puts the love potion on Demetrius so that he falls in
love with Helena. As a result, both men love Helena
Lysander.
so there is chaos. Puck eventually drops a herb in
Helena
Lysander
Lysander’s eyes to put him back to normal.
He is in love with Hermia and runs
Acts 4 and 5: Oberon finds Titania and Bottom and
Hermia
away to the forest with her.
decides that he has had enough fun. Puck drops a
herb in her eyes, she wakes and leaves with Oberon.
Demetrius
The lovers return to Athens where Bottom and the
Lysander Demetrius He wants to marry Hermia and is
other actors perform their play at the wedding of the
disgusted by Helena’s love for him.
three happy couples: Theseus and Hippolyta,
Helena
Helena
Lysander and Hermia and Demetrius and Helena.
Hermia’s friend who is desperately in
Background Information
love with Demetrius.
Shakespeare went to a grammar school
where he was taught Ancient Greek.
Key words

Night’s Dream’: Knowledge
Organiser
Oberon
The king of the fairies who controls the
love potion.
Titania
The fierce queen of the fairies who
falls in love with Bottom when the
love potion is put on her.
Bottom
A weaver and actor who has his
head turned into a donkey. Titania
falls in love with him when she is under
the love potion’s influence.
Puck
Oberon’s mischievous servant who
puts the potion on people’s eyes.
The Love Potion
The love potion is made from a flower
in the forest. The flower is magical
because Cupid hit it with his arrow
when he was aiming at a young girl.
When the potion is put on characters’
eyes, they fall in love with the first
person they see. It is very powerful.

The play is set in Ancient Greece and follows
the rules of a comedy from Ancient Greece.

soliloquy - a speech in a play that the character speaks to himself or herself or to the
audience, rather than to the other characters

When the play was written, Elizabeth 1st was
Queen. She decided not to get married
which many people disagreed with.
Many Elizabethans believed in and feared
magic.

severe – very strict or harsh

Cupid is the ancient god of love. He is
usually presented as a baby whose
arrows make people fall in love.

conflict – a serious disagreement, battle or struggle between two sides or ideas.
unrequited love – If a person loves someone who doesn’t love them back, the person’s
love is unrequited
to mock – To mock someone is to make fun of them
chaos – a situation where there is no order and everyone is confused
to resolve – to solve a problem or difficulty
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Probability

Maths Year 7
Spring - Foundation

Fractions
A fraction is part of a whole. The top number of a fraction
is the numerator. The bottom number is the
denominator
A unit fraction has a numerator of 1. For example

𝟏
𝟐

𝟏

or 𝟑𝟑

An improper fraction has a numerator that is bigger than
its denominator. A mixed number has a whole number
part and a fraction part.
Equivalent fractions are fractions that
have the same value. You can find
equivalent fractions by multiplying
and dividing the numerator and
denominator by the same number.
You can simplify fractions by cancelling
common factors. A fraction is in its
simplest form when it cannot be
cancelled any further.
You can convert a fraction to a decimal by writing an
equivalent fraction with a denominator of 10, 100,
1000…and then using place value.
When you add or subtract fractions with
the same denominator, add or subtract
the numerators then write the result
over the same denominator
When you work out a
fraction of a quantity, you
divide the quantity by the
denominator, and then
multiply by the numerator.

Probability is the chance that something will happen.
Even chance means that something is as likely to happen
as it is not
Probability ranges from impossible to certain. All
probabilities have a value between 0 and 1. You can use
fractions, decimals and percentages to describe
probabilities.
An outcome is the end result. For example, one outcome
of flipping a coin is heads.
Picking an item at random means that each item has
exactly the same chance of being picked.

Ratio and proportion
In the unitary method you find the value of one item
before finding the value of more
When two quantities are
in direct proportion,
as one increases or
decreases, the other
increases or
decreases at the
same rate.
A ratio is a way of comparing two or more quantities

The more times an experiment is repeated, the more
reliable the estimated probability.
All probabilities have a value between 0 and 1. You can
use fractions, decimals and percentages to describe
probabilities.

To find the probability of something not happening,
subtract the probability of it happening from 1.
Percentage probability of something not happening =
100% - percentage probability of it happening
You can estimate the probability of an event using the
results of an experiment. This is called finding the
experimental probability.

The more times an experiment is repeated, the more
reliable the estimated probability
If you know the probability of an event happening, you
can work out the number of times you expect it to
happen. This is called the expected frequency.

You can make the numbers in a ratio as small as possible
by simplifying. You simplify a ratio
by dividing the numbers in the
ratio by the highest common
factor (HCF)
A proportion compares a part with a whole. You can
write a proportion as a
fraction, a decimal or a
percentage
You can use ratios to convert between
metric units

You can compare
proportions using
percentages
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Maths Year 7
Spring - Higher

a shape. An exterior angle
is outside the shape
on a straight line
with the interior
angle.

Angles and Shapes
Showing that a rule works for a few values is not enough.
You need to prove it works for all values with a proof.
A diagonal is a straight line joining two opposite corners
(vertices) of a shape. Bisect means to cut in half.
A polygon is a closed shape with straight sides. In a
regular polygon, the
sides and angles are
all equal.

Decimals
To round a decimal to the nearest whole number, look at
the digit in the first decimal place. If the digit is less than
5, round off. If the digit is 5 or more, round up.
Digits after the decimal point are
fractions.

The perimeter is the total distance around the edge of a
shape. To work out the perimeter of a shape, add up the
lengths of all the sides.

To round a decimal to one decimal place (1.d.p), look at
the digit in the second decimal place. If the digit is less
than 5, round down. If the digit is 5 or more, round up.

The sum of interior angles of an n-sided polygon:
S = (n-2) x 180

To round to two decimal places (2 d.p), look at the digit in
the third decimal place.
You can use a zero place holder when
subtracting decimals with different
numbers of decimal places.

You can describe a shape using the letters at its vertices
(the plural of vertex).
Vertically opposite angles are equal.
The green angles are equal, the blue
angles are equal.
The blue angles are
alternate angles.
There are one
different
9alternate) sides of the
diagonal. The red angles
are
corresponding angles. They are on the same
(corresponding) sides of the diagonal.
An Interior angle is inside

You can use partitioning to work out decimal
multiplications. You can check your answer using an
estimate

Equations
A function is a rule. The function
+3 adds three to a number. The
inverse function is -3 because it
reverses the effect of the
function
An equation contains an unknown number (a letter) and
an ‘=’ sign. To solve an equation means to work out the
value of the unknown number.
The coefficient of 𝒙 is the number that is multiplying 𝒙. In
the term 𝟒𝒙, the coefficient of 𝒙 is 4.
To use trial and
improvement to
solve an equation
first estimate a
value. Try your
value in the equation. Is your answer too big or too small?
Use this to help you improve your estimate and try again
In an equation, the expression on both sides of the equals
sign have the
same value. You
can visualize them
on balanced scales.
To stay balanced – do the same operation to both sides.
This is called balancing method

In recurring decimal, a dot over the beginning and end of
a sequence shows
it recurs.
You can use a multiplier to work out a percentage, by
using the decimal equivalent of the percentage.
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P1 Forces
A Force is a Push or a Pull.
Force is measured in Newtons (N)
using an Newton-meter
Forces have a size and a direction. This can be
shown using arrows.

Science
Balanced forces
These forces are equal
Forces that are opposite and equal in strength
do not cause a change in speed or direction of
an object.
3. If a force is balanced on an object it will not
start moving if still.

1.
2.

Unbalanced forces
1. These forces are not equal .
2. They cause the object to change speed and /or
direction.
3. When two unbalanced forces are exerted in
opposite directions, their combined force is
equal to the difference between the two forces.

A Force can change the shape speed or
direction of an object

Contact Forces
Where objects must be touching.

Non Contact Forces
Objects do not need to touch.

Friction ( Contact Force)
When objects rub together

Gravity ( Non contact Force)
A force that attracts two objects that
have a mass

Air resistance ( Contact Force)
Forces created by air hitting an object
Up thrust ( Contact Force)
A force exerted by a liquid/gas upon a
floating object

Resultant Force
When two forces are not equal they are
unbalanced. The overall force on the object is
known as the resultant force.

Magnetism ( Non contact Force)
A force that is created when a magnetic
objects is placed in a magnetic field
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Science

P1 Forces
Gravity
This is the force that pulls an object
towards the earth/other planet

Calculating speed

Distance-time graphs
A distance-time graph is a useful way to represent the motion
of an object. It shows how the distance moved from a starting
point changes over time.

Mass
The mass of an object is the amount of
material or stuff an object contains.
It is measured in grams (g) or kilograms (Kg)
Weight.
The pull on the mass of any object by the
planet creates a force that we call weight .
It is measured in Newtons (N)
Weight = mass x gravity
Other planets, e.g. stars or moons also have
gravity.
The amount of gravity depends on the mass
of the planet.
The higher the mass, the higher the gravity.
In the diagram (below) gravity or weight is
shown by an arrow towards the Earth.

You can use a formula triangle to
remember how to calculate speed,
distance and time:

1. Distance travelled is plotted on the vertical (y) axis
2. Time taken is plotted on the horizontal (x) axis
3. The gradient ( Slope) of the line is equal to the speed.
Slope of the line = Speed of the object
From the Graph
Line A – shows the object moving at a constant speed
Line B – shows the object is not moving ( stationary)
Line C – Shows the object moving at a constant speed going
back to its start position
The steeper the line, the greater the gradient and the
greater the speed.
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Science
P2 Electrical circuits
Electric charge
Some particles carry an electric charge. In electric wires
these particles are electrons. We get an electric current
when these charged particles move from place to place.
Electric current
An electric current is a flow of charge, and in a wire this
will be a flow of electrons. We need two things for an
electric current to flow:
• something to transfer energy to the electrons, such
as a battery or power pack
• a complete path for the electrons to flow through
(an electric circuit)

Circuit symbols
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Science
P2 Electrical circuits
Current
Current is a measure of how much electric
charge flows through a circuit. The more
charge that flows, the bigger the current.
Current is measured in amperes. The word
‘ampere’ is often abbreviated to ‘amp’.
Measuring current
An ammeter is used to measure current. To
measure the current flowing through a
component in a circuit, you must connect
the ammeter in series with it.

Potential difference
Potential difference is a measure of the difference in
energy between two parts of a circuit. The bigger the
difference in energy, the bigger the potential
difference.
Potential difference is measured in volts. The symbol
for volts is V.
Measuring potential difference
Potential difference is measured using a device called
a voltmeter. Unlike an ammeter, you must connect the
voltmeter in parallel to measure the potential
difference across a component in a circuit.

Series circuits
The current is the same everywhere in a series circuit. It does not
matter where you put the ammeter, it will give you the same
reading

Parallel circuits
Current is shared
When two components are connected in parallel, the current is
shared between the components. The current is shared when it
reaches the branches, then adds again where the branches meet.

Resistance
The wires and the other components in a circuit reduces the flow of charge through them. This is called
resistance.
The unit of resistance is the ohm, and it has the symbol Ω
Adding components
The resistance increases when you add more components in series. For example, the resistance of two
lamps is greater than the resistance of one lamp, so less current will flow through them.
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Science
P3 Energy
Energy transfers
Energy can transfer or move from one store to another
in different ways. Devices such as lamps and heaters
may be involved, or processes such as combustion. For
example, energy can be transferred:
by heating
mechanically
electrically
by radiation
We can show the transfers like this:

Energy resources
We get energy from many different types of energy resources, including fuels, food and stores of energy such as
batteries or the wind. We can divide energy resources into two categories:
non-renewable energy resources (fossil fuels: coal, oil and gas) cannot be replaced once they are all used up. The
burning of them contributes to global warming.
renewable energy resources (e.g. solar, tidal, hydroelectric and wave) can be replaced, and will not run out.

Sankey diagrams
You can show energy transfers in a Sankey diagram. In these
diagrams, the thicker the line or arrow, the greater the
amount of energy involved.

The battery is a store of internal energy (shown as
chemical energy). The energy is transferred through the
wires to the lamp, which then transfers the energy to
the surroundings as light. These are the useful energy
transfers - we use electric lamps to light up our rooms.
Stores of energy
There are different forms of energy stores, including:
kinetic energy, internal energy, elastic potential energy,
gravitational potential energy, electrical energy and
magnetic energy
Sankey diagram for an electric lamp
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Science

P4 Waves
Sound waves

The law of reflection
When light reaches a mirror, it reflects off the surface of the
mirror:
the incident ray is the light going towards the mirror
the reflected ray is the light coming away from the mirror

Refraction
Light waves change speed when they pass across the
boundary between two substances with a different density,
such as air and glass. This causes them to change direction, an
effect called refraction.
At the boundary between two transparent substances:
the light slows down going into a denser substance, and the
ray bends towards the normal
the light speeds up going into a less dense substance, and the
ray bends away from the normal

Fig 2
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FLOWOL

COMPUTER SCIENCE
WHAT THE SHAPES MEAN

FLOW DIAGRAM SHAPES

EXAMPLE

WHAT CAN THIS BE USED FOR?
➢ This code will start.
➢ Then it asks a question, where it has to make a
decision with 2 options.
➢ If the decision is True - Action 1 will happen or of
the decision is False - Action 2 will happen.
➢ The code will then end.

➢ You can use Flowol for a variety of real life
situations including:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Traffic lights.
Zebra crossing.
Lighthouse lights.
Fairground attraction signs and lights.
Children’s toys like a cot mobile.
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PYTHON TURTLE
PYTHON TURTLE EXAMPLE CODE

PYTHON TURTLE INSTRUCTIONS
➢ These are the basic turtle instructions.
Import turtle
crush = crush.Crush()
window = crush.Screen()
Crush.color(“red”)
Window.bgcolor(“blue”)

Starts the program in python
Crush is now the crush name
crush will open in a new screen
Change the turtles colour line
Change the background of the window

MOVING THE PYTHON TURTLE
crush.forward
(100)
crush.backward
(100)
crush.right(90)
crush.left (90)
crush.penup()

Go forward = (steps)
Go backward
Turn right = (degrees)
Turn left = (degrees)
Lifts the pen up so you can move the crush
without drawing

MAKING DESIGNS WITH YOUR TURTLE
crush.pendown()
crush.fillcolor(“Brown”)
crush.pencolor(“Red”)
crush.begin_fill()
crush.end_fill()
LOOP a piece of
programme
for i in range (10):

Drops the pen back onto the
screen so you can draw
Changes the fill colour to
brown(or other colour)
Changes the pen colour to red (or
other colour)
Begins to fill the shape
End the filling sequence
Press enter after : and the code
will repeat 10 times

MAKING SHAPES
Shape

Number sides

External angle

Pentagon

5

72

Hexagon

6

60

Octagon

8

45

Decagon

10

36
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Year 7 Ethics Spring Term Knowledge Organiser. Creation Stories
Tips for learning spellings
Use a chart like this:

Copy
it

Copy
it

Recall
it

What

What

What

After you have copied the word twice,
fold the paper over so you cannot see
what you have written and have a go
at writing the word unaided. You
should be able to recall the spelling
without looking.
Another classic technique is known
as Look, Cover, Write and Check.
So, you look at the word...
Cover the word...
Write the word...
And finally check it.

Evolution

PANKU
Panku is from Chinese
mythology and tells of the
first living being and the
creator of all. It starts when
an egg breaks and a giant
came out of it. When he died
every part of his body made a
different part of the universe
– including the flea on his body becoming the first humans!

Spellings 1

Spellings 2

Big Bang

Hindu

creation

evolution

evidence

Hinduism

beginning

furthermore

design

allowed

Genesis

scientific

actually

believe

environment

creator
Use Quizlet on the internet
– type PCSA Ethics Yr7
Creation Spellings 1 and
PCSA Ethics Yr7 Creation
Spellings 2It has different
games to help you learn the
spelling and meaning

Evolution is the way that living things change
over time. The first person who explained how
evolution happens was Charles Darwin with his
scientific theory of natural selection. Charles
Darwin observed that although individuals in a
species shared similarities, they were not exact
copies of each other; there were small differences
or variations between them. He also noticed that
everything in the natural world was in
competition. The winners were those that had
characteristics which made them better adapted
for survival. For example, they were stronger,
faster, cleverer or more attractive than others in
their species. These living things were more likely
to reproduce and pass on their useful
characteristics to their offspring.

Genesis

The first verse of the Bible contains some
of the most famous words ever written.
In the beginning God created the heavens and the
earth. Many Christians take the story of

Creation in different ways. Some take it
literally as it says in the Bible. Others may say
it is a story that is symbolic of the beginning of
the universe and everything in it.
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YEAR 7 FRENCH CYCLE 2
les mois– months
dans mon sac – in my bag
une trousse
un cahier
un livre
un crayon
une calculatrice

- a pencil case
- an exercise
book
- a text book
- a pencil
- a calculator

un agenda
un stylo

- a diary
- a pen

une gomme
un portable
une règle

- a rubber
- a mobile phone
- a ruler

janvier
février
mars
avril

– January
– February
– March
– April

juillet
août
septembre
octobre

- July
- August
– September
- October

mai
juin

– May
– June

novembre
décembre

November
- December

les opinions – opinions
Les nombres - numbers
1

un

17

dix-sept

2

deux

18

dix-huit

3

trois

19

dix-neuf

4

quatre

20

vingt

5

cinq

21

vingt-et-un

6

six

22

vingt-deux

7

sept

23

vingt-trois

8

huit

24

vingt-quatre

9

neuf

25

vingt-cinq

10 dix

26

vingt-six

11 onze

27

vingt-sept

12 douze

28

vingt-huit

13 treize

29

vingt-neuf

14 quatorze

30

trente

15 quinze

31

trente-et-un

16 seize

les jours – days of the week
lundi

- Monday

mardi

- Tuesday

mercredi

jeudi

vendredi
samedi

dimanche

j’aime – I like
j’adore – I love
je n’aime pas – I don’t like
je déteste – I hate
je préfère – I prefer
parce que c’est / car c’est – because it is
ennuyeux – boring
intéressant – interesting
nul – rubbish
super - great

- Wednesday
- Thursday
- Friday

- Saturday

- Sunday

ma famille – my family
mon père
mon grand-père
mon oncle
mon frère
mon cousin

- my dad
- my grandad
- my uncle
- my brother
- my cousin (m)

a mère
ma grand-mère
ma tante
ma soeur
ma cousine

- my mum
- my grandma
- my aunt(ie)
- my sister
- my cousin (f)
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YEAR 7 FRENCH CYCLE 2
Week 1
blanche
chat
chien
chaussettes
chaussures
chaise
chambre
chemise
cheval
machine
douche
acheter
branche
planche
mouche

white
cat
dog
socks
shoes
chair
room
shirt
horse
machine
shower
to buy
branch
board
fly

Week 2
moi
toi
poisson
noir
trois
histoire
soir
froid
soixante
toilettes
oiseau
fois
croissant
poire
bonsoir

me
you
fish
black
three
story
evening
cold
sixty
toilet
bird
time
croissant
pear
good evening

Week 3
lapin
main
plein
prince
bain
pain
train
jardin
vin
faim
timbre
matin
industrie
magasin
mince

Week 4

rabbit
hand
full
prince
bathtub
bread
train
garden
wine
hunger
stamp
morning
industry
shop
slim

dix
six
savon
bicyclette
soupe
brosse
soir
soleil
chanson
triste
souris
super
leçon
hérisson
glace

ten
six
soap
bicycle
soup
brush
evening
sun
song
sad
mouse
super
lesson
hedgehog
ice cream

la nourriture

food

où j’habite

– where I live

je mange

- I eat

j’habite

– I live

des fruits

- fruit

dans une petite maison

– in a small house

un croissant

- a croissant

dans une grande maison

– in a big house

une pizza

- a pizza

dans une ferme

– on a farm

une glace

- an ice-cream

dans un petit appartement

– in a small flat

un sandwich au fromage

- a cheese sandwich

dans un grand appartement

– in a big flat

un sandwich au jambon

- a ham sandwich

dans une ville

– in a town

je bois

- I drink

dans un village

– in a village

un jus d’orange

- an orange juice

dans la forêt

– in the forest

une limonade

- a lemonade

au bord de la mer

– by the sea

un chocolat chaud

- a hot chocolate

à la campagne

– in the countryside

un coca

- a coca-cola

à la montagne

– in the mountains

un thé

- a (cup of) tea

un café

- a coffee
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Geography: Weather and Climate
Weather and Climate definitions:
Weather describes conditions in
the atmosphere at any time or
short period of time. Weather can
change suddenly.

The climate is the average weather
conditions which are measured
over a long period of time (e.g. a
year) or over a large geographical
area (e.g. a whole country).

Weather Elements
Temperature

This is a measure of how hot or cold it is. We use a
thermometer to measure temperature in degrees
Celsius (°C).

Precipitation

Water in the air falls to the ground in one of several
forms; rain, snow, sleet and hail, ice and fog. We
use a rain gauge (a funnel) to measure the amount
of rain that falls.

Wind Speed

This tells us how strong the wind is.
We can get a good idea of this by looking at the
movement of trees. Wind speed is measured using
an anemometer. The Beaufort Scale is used to
measure wind strength.

Wind Direction

This is the direction from which the wind blows – it
is measured by a wind vane.

Cloud Cover

Cloud cover is measured in units called oktas. Each
okta represents one eighth of the sky covered by
cloud. 0 oktas = cloudless sky. 8 oktas = full cloud
coverage

Sunshine Hours

We measure the amount of sunshine hours in a day
using Campbell-Stokes recorders. The sunlight
‘burns’ a mark onto a piece of card every time the
sun emerges from the clouds.

Visibility

This is the distance that can be seen. Visibility
affects all forms of traffic: roads, sailing and
aviation. It is measured in metres.

What is Climate Change?
Climate change is a large-scale, long-term shift in the planet's
weather patterns or average temperatures. Earth has had
tropical climates and ice ages many times in its 4.5 billion
years.
Enhanced Greenhouse Effect
Recently there has been an increase in humans burning fossil
fuels for energy. These fuels (gas, coal and oil) emit
greenhouse gases. This is making the Earth’s atmosphere
thicker, therefore trapping more solar radiation and causing
less to be reflected. As a result, the Earth is becoming
warmer.

Managing Climate Change
Carbon Capture
This involves new
technology designed to
reduce climate change.

Planting Trees
Planting trees increase the
amount of carbon is
absorbed from atmosphere.

International Agreements
Countries aim to cut
emissions by signing
international deals and by
setting targets.

Renewable Energy
Replacing fossil fuels based
energy with clean/natural
sources of energy.

The red line shows us the
temperature in degrees Celsius.

Savanna Climate
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The blue bars show us the
Precipitation (rain, snow etc.) in

mm.

Causes
Started as a tropical depression on 2rd November 2013 and gained
strength. Became a Category 5 “super typhoon” and made landfall
on the Pacific islands of the Philippines.
Effects
• Almost 6,500 deaths.
• 130,000 homes destroyed.
• Water and sewage systems
destroyed had caused
diseases.
• Emotional grief for dead.

Management
• The UN raised £190m in aid.
• USA & UK sent helicopter
carrier ships deliver aid
remote areas.
• Education on typhoon
preparedness.

Tropical Storm Formation:

Vulnerable Climates: COLD – Antarctica and Arctic
Antarctica can be called a desert
because of the low levels
of precipitation (rainfall).
Antarctica has the coldest land
temperature recorded on the Earth
of -89.2°C. The average annual
temperature is around -50°C.

Vulnerable Climates: Hot - Deserts

Why is it so cold in the Poles?
The angle of the Sun is low in the
sky. This means the energy from
the Sun spreads out over a large
area.

Climate Graphs

Climate can be displayed on a graph. A climate graph contains two pieces
of information. The amount of rainfall and the temperature of an area.
The figures are usually calculated as an average over a number of years.

Case Study: Typhoon Haiyan 2013

Animals of the Poles
Animals that live in these areas have adapted over the years
to be able to survive in freezing temperatures, tons of snow,
and strong, blowing winds.
Arctic Fox
In Arctic
Thick fur and
white to
hide!

Polar Bears
In Arctic
Thick, white fur to
hide! Top
Predator.

Penguins
In Antarctica
Layers of fat to
keep warm!
Huddle for warmth.

Deserts cover more than one fifth of the Earth’s land mass area, and
they are found on every continent. A place that receives less than 10
inches (25 centimeters) of rain per year is considered a desert.

Animals and Plants of the Deserts
Camel
Two sets of long lashes to
protect against the sand.
Long legs to reduce the heat
transfer from the sand.

Cactus
Thorns and spikey leaves to
reduce moisture lost from
leaves.
Long, wide roots to trap water.
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HISTORY
The American West c 1835 to c 1895
1830 – Indian
Removal Act
1846 –
Donner
Party
1848 – USA wins
the war against
Mexico
1848 /49 – Gold
Rush
1851 – Fort
Laramie Treaty
1851 – Indian
Appropriations Act

46,000 Indians from the East are forced to re locate West of
the Mississippi River by the US Government.
A group of American pioneers who took a dangerous detour
from the establish Oregon Trail. Many had to resort to
cannibalism to survive being trapped in the mountains during
winter.
This gives the USA more territory in the
South West.
Over 300,000 migrate to California by 1855 in the search of
gold.
An agreement between the Plains Indians and the US
government to establish peace. Over-all the treaty failed.
Plains Indians forced onto specific plots of land. This went
against the Plains Indian nomadic way of life.

The Victorian Era 1837 - 1901
Key Events and Acts
1837 – Queen Victoria is crowned (aged 18)
1840 - Queen Victoria marries Prince Albert
1840 - First ragged schools set up
1844 – Factory Act states children can work
from aged 8 but must have 2 hours of
schooling a day.
1847 – Factory Act states that women and
children under 18 can only work 10 hours
per day.
1851 – Great Exhibition

Tribe

A distinct community of
Plains Indians.

Band

A group of people forming
part of a larger tribe

Chief

Leader of a band or tribe.
Chief due to wisdom,
healing, or skills.
A female Indian

Tribal
Council

A group of elders who
made decisions for the
band or tribe.
A male Indian

Large area west of the
Mississippi River with
extreme climates.
Taking the scalp of an
enemy as a prize or to
stop the person coming
back in the afterlife.
Biggest tribe in the Plains

Buffalo

A Plains animal central to
the Indian way of life.

1891 – Education made free and
compulsory for children 5-13.

Counting
coup

Touching an enemy in
battle without being
injured.

1901 – Queen Victoria dies.

Prospector
Reservation

Person looking for gold.

Squaw
Great
Plains
Scalping
Sioux
Tipi
Manifest
Destiny

Indian tent-like house
made of buffalo hide.
Christian belief that man
is meant to settle in all
areas of America.

Brave

Oregon
Trail

An area of land a tribe were
forced to live.
3,000 km long trail that
people used to travel East
to West.

1861 – Prince Albert dies
1870 – Dr Bernardo opens his first home for
boys

Key Words / Terms
factory
cane
Punch and Judy
Chimney sweep
Dunce
Governor
Debtor’s prison
Constable
Oakum
pauper
Workhouse
Slum
Pickpocket
Transportation
penny farthing

Railroad
1830

Phone
1876

Light
Bulb
1879

1880- Children aged 5-13 required to attend
school but have to pay.

Penny Farthing
Bike

The Victorian period is a time between 1837 and
1901 when Queen Victoria reigned over England.
During her 63-year reign, there was a huge contrast
between how the rich lived and how the poor
Victorians lived. Queen Victoria led the expansion
of Britain and saw major changes to all aspects of
Britain due to exciting inventions and discoveries.
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COVID 19

The Pandemic and Me

SOPHIE TEA
Brief:
Paignton Academy would like to hold an exhibition
of its students’ artworks. The artworks need to be a
visual representation of personal feelings, emotions
and expectations for a post pandemic world. The
Academy would like to see insightful work that
explores personal and emotional representations of
Covid - 19.

Isolation
Collage
Mindfulness
Typography

Top Tips

Well-being
Environment
Photo-montage

•
•
•
•

Quotes

Think of positives.
Consider what you would like the world
to look like post covid.
Be creative with your ideas.
Have confidence in what you are
creating.

JONJO ELLIOTT

“For
all those
people who are
finding it difficult at the
moment - the sun will
shine on you again and
the clouds will go
away.”

JAMIE GREEN

What do you make of life under lock down? What
are your hopes and fears? What do you think the
future will or should hold for us all?
In this cycle you will be acknowledging your thoughts
and feelings towards the pandemic and visually
exploring ways to show them. Those of us that
emerge into life in a post pandemic world will not
be the same as the ones that left the old world on
the 20th March 2020. Already the impact on society
has been profound as we are all more likely to be
aware of the secondary impacts of the pandemic:
changes to career, poverty, virtual socialising, grief,
respect for others, changes to mental health, selfless
acts of kindness, domestic violence and more. We
are going to reflect on the positives.

Key Words

A

rt

Captain Tom
Formal Elements:
line			
tone			
colour		composition

BANKSY

“Art should
comfort the
disturbed and
disturb the
comfortable.”
Banksy

Home Learning:
1. Keywords.
2. Tate Website & Research.
3. Image of local environment.
4. Quote from inspirational icons.
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WHAT ARE THEATRICAL SKILLS?
PHYSICAL SKILLS
Body language
Posture
Gesture
Movement
Spatial awareness
Use of levels
Facial expression
Eye contact
VOCAL SKILLS
Pitch
Pace
Volume
Tone
Projection
WHAT MAKES A GOOD STILL IMAGE?

L EVELS
E XAGGERATION
F ACIAL EXPRESSIONS
T ELLS A STORY

DEVICES USED IN DRAMA
STILL IMAGE: A still image is a frozen picture, of one or more characters, that
communicates a meaning, or shows an important moment or event, by using a variety of
physical skills.
THOUGHT TRACK: Is when a character speaks the thoughts or feelings of their character
aloud.
NARRATION: Narration is a technique where one or more performers speaks directly to
the audience to tell a story or to comment on what is happening on stage.
MIME: Involves acting out a story using physical skills but with no speaking.
ACTION NARRATION: Involves movement/mime being performed whilst the narrator is
telling the story.
IMPROVISATION: is made up in the moment with no preparation time and without as
script.
PHYSICAL THEATRE: using movement and your body to create objects and the
environments in which the scenes are set.
MUTLIROLE -playing more than one role within a performance and changing vocal and
physical skills for each role.
ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES OF THEATRE MAKERS
PERFORMER – is an actor or entertainer who creates a performance and assumes a role
on stage in front of an audience
PLAYWRIGHT – the name given to the person who writes the play including the dialogue
23
and stage directions

STAGE AREAS

PROSCENIUM ARCH STAGE
A stage where the audience sits on one side only is
called a proscenium stage (you might know this as
end-on staging). The audience faces one side of the
stage directly, and may sit at a lower height or in
tiered seating. The frame around the stage is called
the proscenium arch. This helps to define that
imaginary fourth wall in realistic theatre. The area in
front of the arch is the proscenium – it’s in front of the
scenery, in the literal sense.

ADVANTAGES – the audience will all have a similar view

WRITING ABOUT DRAMA

WHAT IS A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE ?
WHAT you did
WHEN you did it

Stage pictures are easy to create

HOW you did it

Large backdrops, scenery or projections can be used

WHY you did it

DISADVANTAGES – audience members in the backs row
may feel distant from the stage

WHAT you did personally in the performance
THE AUDIENCE EFFECT
HOW you used the DRAMA SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES
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COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

BEING SAFE IN THE WORKSHOP

Drawing Ideas on a computer

DESIGN BRIEF & SECIFICATION
BEING SAFE
What will you do to ensure
your own and others safety
in the workshop?
What are the safety Rules?

PILLAR DRILL

KEYWORDS & TERMS

DESIGN BRIEF
SPECIFICATION
RECYCLABLE MATERIALS
DATUM EDGES
RESEARCH

ASSEMBLED
ADHESIVE
PLYWOOD
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
(CAD)

PLAN

What do you need to make?

software on line

Who will use what you make?
What are the desired features of
what you are going to make?
What materials will you use ?

Units of measurement

mm

cm

m

TOOLS , MACHINES & PROCESSES

MARKING OUT

3D Modelling

ENGINEERING

MAKE

PROCESS

EVALUATE
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Adding Labels to your Design Ideas
ORTHOGRAPHIC
What Materials will be
used to make your idea?

Will the product be safe to
use? How can you test this?

How will the product be
finished ?

DRAWING 2D

What are the
sizes of your
design idea?

Plan View

Why are these the
materials suitable to
use?
Is your idea good for
the environment?
What impact will it
have?

How will you ensure the
product is safe?

What tools will you use?

Front View

What colours will
you use in your
idea?

What will the idea be used
for?

Side View

ISOMETRIC
DRAWING 3D

What is good about
your idea?

PLAN

What could be improved about your
idea?

ENGINEERING

How do you intend to
make your idea?

MAKE

PROCESS

EVALUATE
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Food commodities: Cereals, fruit, vegetables and potatoes
• Different types of food are grown.
• There are a number of different stages in producing and processing food.
Cereals include wheat, oats and barley. Wheat is the
most widely grown crop in the UK.
A year growing wheat
Autumn: The farmer
ploughs the field and
plants the wheat seed.

Spring: The wheat
grows fast and
produces ears of grain.

Winter: The wheat grows
slowly. It is sprayed to
protect it from weeds,
pests and diseases.

Summer: The grains ripen
and are harvested by the
combined harvester.

The grain is then dried and stored
before being sent to the flour mills.
Some of the grain is used as animal feed for pigs,
chickens and cows.
To find out more, go to: https://bit.ly/3lCnvxL

Fruit and vegetables grow above and below the
ground.
Apples are a fruit that
grow on trees.
They can be bought as
fresh, canned, dried,
pureed, juiced or frozen.

Carrots are a root
vegetable that grow
under the ground.
They can be bought as
fresh, canned, juiced or
frozen.

Celery is a plant that
grows above the ground.
We eat the stem or stalk
of the plant.
Celery can be eaten raw
or cooked.

Bananas are a fruit, they
grow above the ground in
hot climates.
They can be eaten raw
or cooked.

Cauliflower is a plant
that grows above the
ground. We eat the
flower of the plant. They
can be bought fresh or
frozen and eaten raw or
cooked.

Onions are a plant that
grow under the ground.
We eat the bulb of the
plant. They can be
bought fresh, frozen or
dried and are eaten in
many dishes.

Potatoes are a tuber. They grow under the ground.
Stages of growing potatoes
A destoner gets the
field ready for planting.

Seed potatoes are
chitted before being
planted into warm soil
in April time.

As the potatoes grow
they are ‘earthed up’
to protect them from
the frost and diseases.

When they are ready
the harvester lifts and
separates the potatoes
from the soil.

Some potatoes are stored to be eaten later in the
year. While others are processed into food like
frozen chips or crisps and sold in shops,
restaurants and supermarkets
Potatoes can be eaten in lots of different ways.

Task
Create a poster to explain how wheat or potatoes
are grown and what happens in each season.

This resource meets the Guidelines for producers and users of school education resources about food.
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Name:

Date:

Food hygiene
● Good food safety and hygiene practices are essential to reduce the risk of food poisoning.
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MUSIC

Lady, running down to
the riptide
Taken away to the dark
side
I wanna be your left
hand man
I love you when you're
singing that song and
I got a lump in my throat
'cause
You're gonna sing the
words wrong
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Numeracy Bank

Literacy Bank – Key Words
Mental Health

Year 7
Physical Education
Spring Term Block 2
Knowledge Organiser

Exercise and Effect
Temperature Breathing Rate
Recommendations/ Monitoring

Heart Rate
Rest 60-80 b/min
Increases when

stabilise when
you reach a

Heart Rate
HR is measured in..
HR rate is…

when you are
cooling down.

Facts
Beats Per Minute
How many times a
heart beats in 1
minute

Your neck

exercise

to resting levels

= Beats Per Minute

HR can be checked on..

steady state of

It will decrease

HR count for 6 seconds x 10

The Effects of Exercise

you exercise

It will level out/

MHR = 220 – Your Age

Maximum Heart rate is
calculated by

and

your wrist
Taking your age away
from 220
MHR =220 - Age
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Getting to know me

New to the Careers Department…
Google Classroom
During this term we have introduced Job of the week
information will be sent out through the Year 7 Wellbeing
Google classroom.
Careers KO information
We know that students use their Knowledge Organiser as a
reference point and felt that it would be useful to add details
about careers activities, research tools and help plan your future
intentions.
Virtual Assemblies
We would love to deliver assemblies in person but at the
moment this is not possible, we are therefore providing more
materials to inspire you and support your PSHE learning online
via the Careers Hub. You will receive Careers Assemblies
through Tutor time. For those that are not in school the
assemblies will also be sent out via Google classroom.
Student Feedback
We have introduced to the Student Council a termly feedback
on the Academy’s careers provision. If there is something that
you feel would benefit your year group please discuss with your
House Representative.
Split site
We have a large number of pupils on both sites and know that
not having instant access to a Careers Adviser can be a little
frustrating particularly if you are working virtually. The team are
here to help you and are happy to answer any questions you
may have via email: careers@paigntonacademy.org

What type of personality are you?
Knowing who you are is a very
important part of having a
successful and satisfying career.
By knowing you, you will know
where your strengths lie and this
will help you match suitable
employment and training options.
Why not use the following link
and discover a little more about
yourself?
https://icould.com/buzz-quiz/

We are in the midst of a global pandemic with unemployment and educational issues;
chief amongst these are the gap in education and the effect on the job market. The
Careers Hub, a dedicated website, has loads of information for you to access and covers
topics such as, Work Experience, College/6th Form Open event dates, Apprenticeships,
how to write CVs and personal statements and finding a Job.
Simply click on the Careers Hub logo on the home page of the Academy website to enter
the site.
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